Meet Your Incoming Fall 2013 Freshman Class
(Census, 08/30/2013)

Class Size
Applications ................................................................. 15,149
Admitted ................................................................. 5,885
Enrolled (includes part-time) ....................... 1,614
Honors College ............................................................. 176
Academic Success Program ..................................... 133

High School Academic Profile*
Average Weighted GPA ........................................... 3.67
Average SAT Combined ........................................... 1039
Average SAT Verbal ................................................ 514
Average SAT Math .................................................. 525
Average SAT Writing .............................................. 488
Average ACT .......................................................... 22

Gender
Male ............... 42% Female ............... 58%

Ethnicity
White................................................................. 82.3%
Black or African American ............................... 5.0%
Multiracial ............................................................. 3.6%
Hispanics of Any Race ............................................. 6.7%
Asian ................................................................. 0.9%
American Indian/Alaskan Native ........................ 0.4%
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander .......... 0.1%
International/Other ............................................... 0.5%
Did Not Disclose ................................................... 0.5%

Citizenship
US Citizens ............................................................ 99.0%
In-State ................................................................. 92.6%
Out-of-State ............................................................ 7.4%
Resident Aliens and Permanent Residents .......... 0.5%
International Citizens ........................................... 0.5%

Geography
States Represented
North Carolina (1,479) Virginia (8) Ohio (3) Rhode Island (2) Pennsylvania (1)
Georgia (40) Florida (7) Tennessee (3) Alaska (1) West Virginia (1)
South Carolina (23) Maryland (5) New Hampshire (2) Colorado (1) Washington, DC (1)
New Jersey (8) Massachusetts (3) Oregon (2) New York (1)

Countries Represented
Belarus Bulgaria Colombia Ecuador Germany Mexico Nigeria Saudi Arabia United Kingdom Thailand
Athletics
Student Athletes ...................................................... 141

Learning Communities
Honors Forum (170)
Student Dev & Ldrship - ASP (109)
Band of Brothers (78)
Secrets of Powerful Women (75)
Whee Teach: Ldrship and Teacher Ed (54)
The Creative Life (25)
Freshmen Leadership Institute (32)
Flourishing (22)
Going Green (25)
The Ripple Effect (22)
Global Awareness/Citizenship (13)
Digital Culture (25)

Just for Fun
Most Popular Male Name .......... William (21)
Most Popular Female Name .............. Emily (20)

* Includes only SAT and ACT scores used for making admission decisions, in accordance with a new methodology employed by General Administration and the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System.
Fun Facts for 1995
(The Year the Majority of New Freshmen Were Born)

President and Vice President
President .......... William J. Clinton (42nd)  Vice President ........... Albert Gore, Jr.

Cost of Living
Average Annual Income................................. $35,900
Average Cost of a New House .................. $113,150
Average Cost of 1 Gallon of Gas ................ $1.09
Average Cost of a Dozen Eggs ................. $0.87
Average Cost of a New Car ..................... $15,500

Academy Awards
Best Picture .................................................. Forrest Gump
Best Director ....................................... Robert Zemeckis (Forrest Gump)
Best Actor ............................................ Tom Hanks (Forrest Gump)
Best Actress ............................................ Jessica Lange (Blue Sky)
Best Supporting Actor ......................... Martin Landau (Ed Wood)
Best Supporting Actress .................. Dianne Wiest (Bullets Over Broadway)

Grammy Awards
Album of the Year................................. Alanis Morissette (Jagged Little Pill)
Song of the Year .......................................... Seal (Kiss from a Rose)
Best New Artist ........................................ Hootie and the Blowfish
Best Alternative Music Album .......... Nirvana (MTV Unplugged in New York)
Best Country Album ....................... Shania Twain (The Woman in Me)
Best R&B Album ........................................... TLC (Crazy Sexy Cool)

Popular Movies
Toy Story
Batman Forever
Apollo 13
Pocahontas
Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls

Popular Television Shows
E.R.
Seinfeld
Friends
Caroline in the City
The Single Guy

Popular Musicians/Groups
Weezer
Garth Brooks
Rage Against the Machine
Notorious B.I.G.
Blues Traveler

Notable Births
Mckayla Maroney
Kendall Jenner
Luke Benward
Georgie Henley
Laura Marano

Notable Deaths
Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy
Howard Cosell
Jerry Garcia
Mickey Mantle
Dean Martin

Historic Events
Car bomb blows up Oklahoma City federal building; Timothy McVeigh indicted
US space shuttle docked with Russian space station forming the largest man-made satellite ever to orbit the Earth
United Nations intervenes in Bosnian Civil War and cease fire leads to eventual peace treaty
O. J. Simpson found not guilty of murder charges
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Museum opens in Cleveland
Drs. Ian Wilmut and Keith Campbell (UK) create the world's first cloned sheep from embryo cells
Quebec narrowly rejects independence from Canada
F. Sherwood Rowland, Mario Molina (both US), and Paul Crutzen (Netherlands) win Nobel Prize in Science for their work in explaining the chemical processes that deplete the earth's ozone shield
The New York Times and Washington Post publish the Unabomber's 35,000 word manifesto
Dow Jones closes above 5,000 for the first time
DVD, optical disc storage media format, is announced